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Tips For Cellaring Beer
By: Josh Agate

I started cellaring beer approximately 2 years ago. One of my primary
objectives with cellaring was to set up vertical tastings. A vertical tasting
is where you drink vintages of the same beer to determine a sweet
spot for aging that beer. I have always been very adamant about the
fact that each person’s tastes are very specific so I encourage everyone
to experiment on their own and share their experiences. Another
reason I started cellaring is because I started obtaining beer faster than I
could consume it. Living in Wisconsin, we are blessed with having clear
seasons throughout the year and big heavy beers, especially stouts, are
really most enjoyable for me during those cold winter months. I want
to outline some best practices that I live by for cellaring. Because not
everyone has ideal conditions for cellaring, just do the best with what
you’ve got!
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Cellaring Beer

What kind of beers
can I cellar?
t*OHFOFSBM BOy beer over 9% ABV will have some
longevity: Imperial Stouts, Barleywines, Quads,
Wee Heavys, Belgian Strongs, Ole Ales, etc.
t5IFPOMZFYDFQUJPOTBSFUIF%PVCMF*1"WBSJFUJFT
Hops begin to fall off dramatically after a couple
of months so don’t waste your beer or time.
t#FFSTUIBUVTFTPVSJOHZFBTUTUSBJOTBUBOZ"#7
are also ideal for cellaring. Brett only beers tend
to have less progession. Beers that use multiple
sour strains such as brett, pedio, and lacto will
age nicely at any ABV.
t #FFST XJUI QSPNJOFOU DPòFF øBWPST %0 /05
age well, coffee flavor tends to fade away pretty
quickly leaving gaps in the flavor profile.

How long do I cellar?

degree
range. Warmer temperatures
will accelerate the maturation process, while
colder temperatures will slow the progression.
t#FDBVTFJUJTWFSZEJóDVMUGPSNPTUPGVTUPIJU
this temperature throughout the year, it is even
more important to find a spot that doesn’t have
a lot of temperature fluctuations.

t*OHFOFSBM stouts tend to age favorably for 3 and
sometimes up to 5 years, but not often beyond
that.
t 0UIFS IJHI "#7 CFFST UIBU EPOU IBWF RVJUF
the layers of complexity such as barelywines are
typically able to be cellared for 5 years plus.
t4PVSTQSPWJEFUIFHSFBUFTUPQQPSUVOJUZGPSMPOH
term cellaring. Up to 7 and even 10 years is not
out of the question.

t(SBEVBMUFNQFSBUVSFDIBOHFTUISPVHIPVUUIF
year are less detrimental than frequent or drastic
changes.
t.BLFTVSFZPVöOEBTQPUUIBUJTEBSLBOEWPJE
of excess moisture.
t"MXBZTTUPSFCFFSTUBOEJOHVQBOEOPUPOUIF
side.
t #BTFNFOUT NBLF BO JEFBM MPDBUJPO GPS DFMMBST
because they are underground and tend to have
less temperature change throughout the year.

What conditions do I cellar my beer? Since
everyone lives in different parts of the world, I
wanted to provide guidelines to strive for when
cellaring beer.
t*EFBMUFNQFSBUVSFTGPSDFMMBSJOHBSFJOUIF
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t :PV DBO VTF B GSJEHF  CVU LFFQ OPUF PG UIF
temperature. If too cold, you can really halt the
aging process.

Cellaring Beer
t*GZPVEPOUIBWFBCBTFNFOU VTFBDMPTFUUIBU
you don’t often access. You can take further
precautions by storing your bottles in a box to
keep them out of the light.
t8IFOQJDLJOHBDMPTFU öOEBDPPMFSQBSUPGUIF
house that doesn’t have vents nearby.

For me, cellaring beer is just a way for me to
further enhance my beer drinking experience.
Whether any amount of time makes a beer
better or worse is all in the eyes of the person
drinking the beer. In the end, I always encourage
people to do whatever makes their experience
the absolutely most enjoyable.

About the Author
Josh Agate- Lifelong resident of Southern Wisconsin and lover
of all things beer. Homebrewer under the moniker of Third Tier
Brewing. I started writing about beer because it allows me to
engage in conversations and meet people I might not have had
the opportunity to otherwise.
Follow me on Twitter @jagatelife so you can share your thoughts,
questions, and criticisms with me. Why am I here you ask…
I am Here for the Beer! www.HereForTheBeer.com
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